New Cylinder Functions

Classroom

The classroom function makes it possible to only rotate the thumb turn in one direction. For example clockwise only or anti-clockwise only.

This is used to ensure that someone inside a room cannot lock anybody out but can always escape in an emergency.

The cylinder comes as clutch release as standard. This ensures that somebody in the room cannot prevent a key holder from entering.

The classroom function is available on all existing cylinder platforms. Therefore it is suitable for both refurbishment and new build projects as well as existing and new master key suites.

Please contact your nearest ASSA Security Centre for further details.
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Clutch release

The clutch function is designed to prevent somebody on the inside of the door from holding the turn and locking key holders out.

Insertion of the key in a clutch release thumb turn cylinder disengages the clutch, which allows the turn to rotate freely without engaging the cam.

The clutch release thumb turn cylinder is suitable for a variety of applications, most notable the health sector.

The clutch release function is available on all existing cylinder platforms. Therefore it is suitable for both refurbishment and new build projects as well as existing and new master key suites.

Please contact your nearest ASSA Security Centre for further details.
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Dual action

The dual action function allows a key to be left in the keyway internally whilst access can still be obtained externally.

This is a function not universally available across the industry and is especially suitable for residential care homes.

The dual action function is available on all existing cylinder platforms. Therefore it is suitable for both refurbishment and new build projects as well as existing and new master key suites.

Please contact your nearest ASSA Security Centre for further details.